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This paper is concerned with finite nonassociative algebras A of prime 
dimension without proper subalgebras and with no nilpotents. We determine 
the space Oa of derived bilinear operations on A and indicate some multiplica- 
tions m E Or , which generate the same clone of derived operations. Further we 
show that the group G = Aut A is cyclic and find the order r = 1 G /. 
1. INTR~DUCT~IN 
In the study of nonassociative algebras, it is very useful to know the 
“atoms” from which all algebras can be constructed in some way. Usually by 
atoms we mean simple algebras. But the description of all simple nonassociative 
algebras seems to be a hopeless problem. So from the atomic level in the 
present paper we go down to the level of elementary particles and try to study 
algebras without subalgebras. 
We note that if A is a ring without proper subrings, then it is an algebra 
over some field without subalgebras. Indeed, put 
B = {u E A / 32 > 0, na = O}. 
Then B is a subring of A. So either B = 0 or B = A. If B = 0 then na = 0 
implies a = 0. Now nA is a nonzero subring of A, hence nA = A and A is 
an algebra over the field Q of rationals. If B = A, then there exists a prime p 
such that 
C={a~Ajpa=O}fO. 
It is pretty clear that C is a subring, so C = A is an algebra over IF,. Thus 
the description of rings with no proper subrings reduces to the case of 
algebras. 
It is worthy of note that L’vov [l] gave for each n E N an example of an 
F,-algebra of dimension n with no proper subalgebras. 
The main results of this paper are in Theorems 1, 6-8. 
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2. AUXILIARY STATEMENTS 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a finite group with multiple operators D in the sense 
of Higgins [2] with no proper Q-subgroups. Assume that for any w E Q, we have 
a, ,..., adw = 0 whenever ai = 0 for some i and V,>, .Qd acts nontrivially in A. 
Then End A = Aut A v 0 and the clone of all derived operations (poly- 
nomials) U = (0, 1 m > O> consists of all operations centralizing the elements 
of End A, i.e., 
where x1 ,..., x,EA, olEEndA. 
Proof. End A = Aut A v 0 is obvious. Also all derived operations 
f : Am -+ A satisfy (1). So we have only to prove that any function f : Am -+ A 
with (1) belongs to 0, . 
LEMMA 1. Every finitely generated Q-group B E var A is isomorphic to A” 
for some k = k(B) > 0. 
PYOO~. By [3, Chap. IV], it suffices to prove that every Q-subgroup and 
Q-factor group of At, t 3 1, is isomorphic to A” for some K. 
We shall prove this lemma by induction on B. The case j B j = 1 is 
obvious. Now let B be embeddable as an Q-subgroup in Ak = Ak-l @ A 
and choose tz to be minimal with this property. Denote by B’ the projection 
of B in A*-I. Since K is minimal, / B’ j < / B j and by induction B’ = A”-l. 
Note that B A A, where A is the last direct summand of A”, is the kernel of 
the projection of B onto B’ = Ak-l. Thus, B A A # 0 and, hence, B 2 A, 
so B 1 B’ and B = AIZ. 
Now let B = A”/N, where N is an ideal of Ak = A @ ... @ A, and let K 
be a minimal number such that B is a factor of Ak, if rri is a projection of Ak 
onto its ith summand. If N # 0, then ni(N) = A for some i. Hence, B is a 
factor of Ak-l. Since K is minimal, N = 0 and B = A”. Lemma 1 is proved. 
LEMMA 2. Let k > 2. Then, End A” is generated by (End A)‘i and by all 
permutations from Sk . 
Proof. We have 
Ak = A, @ ... @ Ak,, 
where Ai = A. Let p E End Ak, p # 0. Define p)fj: Ai -+ Ai by 
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a E Ai , avii E Aj . Since vij = yrj IAi , it is clear that vii E End A. By our 
assumption rp # 0, so vij # 0 for some i, j. Thus vij E Aut A and for any 
a, E A, , t # i, a2 ,..., ad E A, , w E Q, , d > 2, 
0 = ((aI *** a,zu)p;)7rj = ((alp) 0.. a,v)w)7rj 
= hmD2~ii) * * * (w4w- (2) 
Since yij E Aut A, (2) implies that Im vtj has trivial action of Vd>2 Q, . But 
Im vtj is an Q-subgroup, hence vtj = 0, t # i. This proves Lemma 2. 
Now we are able to prove the theorem. Let 
satisfy (1). Then f defines f Ii: Anzk -+ Ak for every k >, 1. Take AL to be free 
in var A with m free generators (see Lemma 1). It is clear that f R centralizes 
all transformations from Sk and all endomorphisms y = v, x ... x vk , 
yi E End A, of A”. Then by Lemma 2, fk centralizes all endomorphisms of 
Ak. Thus f” is a polynomial or a derived operation on Ak. But A as a first 
direct summand is an Q-subgroup of Ak. Thus f is a derived operation on A. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. If A is from the conditions of Theorem 1, then var A is a 
minimal variety. 
Proof. Let I/ be a proper subvariety of var A and B a V-free Q-group with 
one free generator x. By Lemma 1, we have B = Ak and hence, if K > 1, 
I’3 A and V = var A. Otherwise B = 0 and V = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be as in Theorem 1, B E var A. Then B is a subdirect 
product of some copies of A. 
Proof. It suffice to prove that A is a unique, up to iso, subdirectly ir- 
reducible Q-group in var A. Let C be a subdirectly irreducible in var A. 
Then C = BIN, where B C A’, N 4 B. Note that AJ C AI for J C I and if 
BAJ C N, then C = B’IN’, where B’ C A1iJ. So without loss of generality, 
we can suppose that N 2 AJh B for any J C I, or equally N + AJ A Bf N. 
Let T be a minimal ideal of B strictly containing N. For any J c I we have 
N + AJ A B > T and, hence, 
T = N + (T A AJ). 
Suppose thatI=JvL,where IJI, ]Lj>l and J~L=@.Thenin 
T/N = (T A AJ)/(N A AJ) = (T A AL)/(N A AL), 
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all operators V,, Q, act trivially. Hence T/N belongs to a proper subvariety 
of var A. By Corollary 1 we have T = N. But T # N. This contradiction 
showsthat =landC=A. 
It is worthy of mention that generalizing the results of Stringall [4] and 
Polin (to appaar) proved that if A,, A, satisfy conditions of Theorem 1 
(with possibly different multiple operators) then the categories var A, S.V. 
var A, are isomorphic iff Aut A, E Aut A, . 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 5 E @\I, 53 = 1. Then 
N(25 - 1) = N(252 - 1) = 7, N(5” + 5 - 1) = 4. 
Proof. We have 
N(25 - 1) = lY(252 - 1) = (25 - 1)(2lZ - 1) = 7. 
Next 5’ + 5 + 1 = 0 implies (5” + 1 - 1) = (2) and Q[c] = Q[z/q]. 
So (see [S]) N(2) = 4. 
PROPOSITION 2. If z E Z and p is a prime, then the numbers di = (9 - 1, 
2zi - 1) arepairwise coprime for d$Qrent i, 1 < i < p. 
Proof. Let 12 be a prime, n 1 (2zi - 1,22j - 1, ~8’ - 1), 1 < i < j < p. 
Then in a field IFS = Z/(n) we have 2, z # 0, but 
0 = 2x? - 1 - (29 - 1) = 2zyzj-i - I), 0 <j-i <p; (2) 
since p is prime, (3) implies z = 1 in IF, . Then 0 = 2zi - 1 = 1 in En . 
PROPOSITION 3. Given an Fq-linear map 
there exist hi,,...,i ni E IF,, such that 
n-1 
f(~l,...,%&) = c hiI )..., i&e ,...> 4?, 
iI,...,&= 
(3) 
and this representation is unique. 
Proof. We begin with uniqueness of (3). It is sufficient to prove that 
f = 0 in (4) implies /\il,...,im = 0. If m = 1 and CyIi hix’J4 = 0 for all 
XEIFp, we give xn (n < 4” - 1) different values and obtain 71 linear 
equations with Vandermonde determinant, which is not equal to zero. So 
A, = *** = An-1 = 0. 
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In general, if in (3) f(xl ,..., x,) = 0 for all 9cr ,..., x,, E lFF, then the 
right-hand side is written as 
n-1 
i~ogil(% I..., %)XP = 0. 
As in the case m = 1, we obtain gi,(xz ,..., x,) = 0, 0 < ir < n. Thus, by 
induction hi,,...,i = 0. 
It remains to p?ove the existence of (3). Let us consider the If,-space 
It is clear that dimFpL = n”+l. On the other side, the same number is the 
dimension of the space of functions, represented by (3). 
3. THE GROUP OF AUTOMORPHISMS AND THE CLONE OF 
DERIVED OPERATIONS 
Throughout, A denotes an IF,-algebra without proper subalgebras, 
and with no nilpotents, p = dimEa A a prime, G = Aut A, r = j G j, 0, 
the space of n-linear derived operations on A, 0 = (0, 1 7t > l}. 
PROPOSITIONS. If(Y.G\l,xEA,andxcr=~~,CLE[F~,thenx=O. 
Proof. The case TV = 0 is obvious. Let p E IF,* and z be a (4 - I)-power 
of x with any bracketing, then X(Y = @z = z. Note that B = (y E A 1 ya = y} 
is a subalgebra in A, B # A. So B = 0 and x = 0. But A has no nilpotents. 
Hence x = 0. 
COROLLARY. (r, q) = (t.,q - 1) = (r, 2) = 1. 
Proof. If, for instance, rz is a prime and II 1 (r, Q), then there exists OL E G 
of order n. Since 11 / 4, the characteristic numbers of (Y are equal to 1. This 
contradicts Proposition 4. The arguments are applied to prove (r, Q - 1) = 1. 
Both (I, Q) = (r, CJ - 1) = 1 imply (r, 2) = 1. 
Assume now that a E G has prime order d and let H be the cyclic subgroup, 
generated by CL. Then A is an FaH-module. But as is mentioned in [6, p. 3031, 
F,H = ~g[XI/(XLz - 1) = &I ~JXl/(fJ, 
i=O 
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where Xd - 1 = fsfi *.. ft is an irreducible decomposition in lF,[X], f. = 
X - 1. Since (Y, q) = (d, q) = 1, we have fi # fj , if i # j. Let IF be the 
algebraic closure of lFq and 5 E 5 be a primitive d-root of unity. Since d is 
prime E,[{] = F,[p] = lFQs f or all i, 1 < i < d. So the minimal polynomial 
of c, 1 < i < d, over IF, has the same degree s and s = degf, = a*. = degf, . 
Since (d, q) = 1 by Proposition 4, we have 
where Ai is a [F,[X]/(f,)-module. But EJ’X]/(fi) is a field, isomorphic to IFqs .
Then 
p = dimEg A = i dimEq Ai = i dimFqy, Ai dimEa [Fp8 = S i dimEas AC . 
i=l i=l i=l 
By Proposition 4, we have s > 1. So p = s and A = Ai , for some i. 
By the way, d = 1 & st, i.e., d c 1 modp, hence r = 1 mod p. 
Thus, A is a IF&$-module isomorphic to EJ’Xj/(f) wherefis an irreducible 
divisor of ad(X). 
THEOREM 2. On the IF,-linear space A, we dejke the structure of the jeld 
IF,, in such a way that G becomes a subgroup of F$ , and for c1 E G, x E A = F,, , 
we have m(x) = m. If G # 1, then in F$ we have G A IF,* = 1 and Fq9 = F,Ja] 
forallorEG\l. 
Proof. If G = 1, the statement is trivial. Assume next that G f 1. 
By Proposition 4, G is a regular group of automorphisms of the additive 
group A and (r, 2) = 1. So by results of [8], G is a metacyclic group with 
nontrivial center, 2 4 G. Let (11 E 2 have prime order d. By preceding 
observations, A = lF,JX]/(f) = 5Ja] = IF,, , and for x E A, we have 
a(x) = ax. 
For all /3 E G, we have ,& = q% By Proposition 3, for x E A = F,, , 
hence, for all x E !=*, , 
D-l P-l 
0 = /?(a(x)) - a(fl(x)) = c pp!ed - c picwc9* 
i=O i-0 
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By uniqueness of Proposition 3, we obtain for all i, 0 < i < p - 1, 
/!3i(a”’ - a) = 0, 
If /3i # 0 for some i > 0, then olqi = ~1 and OL E IF, , since LF, is a unique 
proper subfield of lFQp. This contradicts Proposition 4. Hence, p(x) = /3x. 
All the remaining affirmations are obvious. 
COROLLARY. G is a cyclic group. 
In all further statements, we mean that A = IF,, , in the sense of Theorem 2. 
PROPOSITION 5. Letf E 0, andfhave a representation (3). Then &l,...Si, # 0 
implies 
pxp,..., xp E onl , (4) 
for all p E IF,, and r I(@ + ... + @m - 1). ConverseZy, if r j (@ + *.* + p”m -l), 
then (5) is true for all p E [F,, . Thus 6, is a vector space over IF,,, . 
PYOO~. The case G = 1 is trivial by Theorem 1. Suppose that G # 1. 
Then by Theorem 2, G C F,$ and G is a cyclic group, G = (a}. SO by 
Theorem I, an operation f E 6, iff f satisfies (l), where cx generates G. By 
Proposition 2, f has a representation (3). Thus for all xi ,..., x, cFPP 
By Proposition 3, (5) implies 
a&+...+4%-1 = 1 
9 (6) 
if 4,,...,i # 0. so Y I ($1 + ... + @ - 1). All other statements follows 
immediatily from Theorem 1 since (6) implies (5). 
COROLLARY. Y = 1 iff 0,~ pxyqm, JOY some m, 0 < m < p, TV E !I=,, 
(OY 02 3 p*y). 
hoof. This statement is obvious by Theorem 1 and Proposition 5 since 
(lfqrn-l,qP-l)=l. 
Now we are able to give a description of the space 9, of all bilinear opera- 
tions on A = EQP . We suppose that r > 1, since the case r = 1 follows from 
Theorem 1. 
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THEOREMS. Letpbeaprime,r=jGI>l,andA=F,,inthesense 
of Theorem 2. Then the space 0, of all b&nears derived on A is a F,,-vector 
space with the base xq*yQ” for all n, m with 1 < n, m < p - 1 and r 1 (qp - 1, 
qn + q”” - 1). Moreover, r is the greatest common divisor of all (qp - 1, 
qn + qnz - 1) divided by r. If 5 is a primitive root of unity of degreep in C, then 
(qp - 1, qn + qm - 1) 1 N(tn + 5” - 1). Inparticular, iffor all i, 1 < i <p, 
N(z;” + 5 - 1) = 2a(i) r(i)b(i), 
where a(i), b(i) are nonnegative integers, r(i) a prime, b(i) < 1, and 0, EI xQnyqm, 
1 <n#m<p, thenr> limpliesb(j)= l,r=r(j)forsomej. 
Proof. The first affirmation follows from Propositions 3, 5 and Corollary 
from Proposition 5. Let D be the greatest common divisor of all (q’ - 1, 
q” + q” - 1) such that xqnygm E 0, and 7 E F,, a primitive root of unity of 
degree D in F$ . Then 7 as LY. in (6) with m = 2 centralizes 0, and, hence, 
7 E G. Thus the second statement is proved. 
Show now that (qp - 1, q” + qm - 1) / N([” + 5” - 1). Note that 
(q-l,q”+q”-l)=landso 
d = (qp - 1, q” + q”” - 1) = (@Jq), q” + q” - 1). 
Consider an epimorphism of ring 
T: WI = wl/P’,m -Z/P) 
which maps 5 onto q. It is clear that (5” + 5” - 1) E Ker v and, hence (see 
[51) 
8-l 
Ker y 3 N([” + 5” - 1) = ]c1 (&‘“j + cmi - 1). 
j=O 
Suppose, that for all i, 1 < i < p, 
N(c + 5 - 1) = 2a(i) r(i)b(i). 
N([” + &‘” - 1) = N(cj + 5 - 1) = 2a(j) r(j)“(j). 
So r = y(j), b(j) = 1, by Corollary from Proposition 4. 
COROLLARY 1. Let r > 1. Then 8, contains an operation 
x . y = hxosyqm; 1 < n, m < p; 
for some X E F$\(F$)q”+q”-“. 
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In fact, FQpxQnyQm < 0, implies (4” - 1, qY + q” - 1) > 1 and thus 
endomorphism x -+ x~“fq~-l of the group F,*, is not an epimorphism. So such X 
really exists. 
COROLLARY 2. If r > 1 and 0, $ xq”yq”for all n, m with 1 < n # m < p, 
then Lo, = FQp(xy)Qn, that is, A = FQ, with a multiplication 
x . y = A(xy)Q”, hEF$. 
This follows from Proposition 2 and Theorem 3. 
In Section 5 it will be shown that A satisfies this Corollary provided 
p = 2 or 3. 
COROLLARY 3. If p = 5 or 7, then there are satisfied the conditions on 
norms in Theorem 3. 
Proof. Suppose f(X) = a, + a,X + ... + a,XyP1 E C[XJ. Then for a 
circulant we have 
In particular, if f (X) = Xj + X - 1, then 
C-l 
W’ + 5 - 1) = I-If(P) 
i-0 
and an easy calculation proves the affirmation. 
4. EXAMPLES OF FINITE ALGEBRAS OF PRIME DIMENSION 
WITHOUT PROPER SUBALGEBRAS 
In Theorem 3 we described 9, for an algebra A with no proper subalgebras 
and no nilpotents, p = dim, A prime, G = Aut A. By Corollary 1 of this 
Theorem, 8, contains a spec$l operation x * y. So we consider now a field 
FQ, as an FQ-algebra with this multiplication. 
Let p be any prime number, we define in IF,, a new multiplication 
x * y = xxqnyqm, O<m, n <p, XEff,*n. (7) 
THEOREM 4. Let D be the algebra FqP over 5, with m&tiplication (7). If B is 
a proper subalgebra in D, then dimEO B = 1, B = F,e, where e . e = e, 
481/42/I-17 
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el--pm-q” = A. In particular, if X # IFi, , where d = (q” - 1, qn + q” - l), 
then D is an algebra without proper subalgebras. 
Proof. For a proper subalgebra B C D, x ED define 
Bx = {bx 1 b E B}. 
It is clear that Bz is a subspace in D and dim B = dim Bz. 
Choose a maximal system of elements z, ,..., .zk E B such that 
C = Bz, + ... + Bz, = Bx, @ ..a @ Bz, . 
Then for every z E D there exists b E B such that 
bz = b,z, + ‘.. + bkzkE C (7’) 
where bl ,..., bk E B. If we raise (7’) to the qm power and multiply this relation 
by Aa”;“, a, E B, we shall obtain an identity 
(a, * b)xq” = (a, . b,) z”;” + **. + (a, * b,)z$“. 
Repeating this operation p times we obtain 
(a,, . (... * (a,. b) **.)z = (a,. (**. . (al . b,) ...)xl + ... + (a, * (... . (a, * b,)...)z,. 
If a, ,..., a, run over B, then by (7), a, . (... . (a, . b) ...) runs over B either. 
Thus,BzCCandC=D.Hencep=dimD=kdimB,sodimB=l, 
B = EQc, where c ’ c = yc, y E lFg . But c . c = hcq”+qm and 
h = Y C1--Q+l"~ 
Since (q - 1, qn + q” - l), we conclude y = 81-qn-q”“, 6 E lFU and e = SC 
satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
Now we shall study under what conditions two algebras of Theorem 6 are 
isomorphic. For m, n from (7) denote 
I m,R = (lF$y; Km,, = {x E lF$I XT = l}, 
where r = (qp - 1, qm + q” - 1). It is clear that the following are equivalent: 
(i) r=l, 
(ii) I,,, = !I$; 
(iii) K,,, = 1. 
Suppose that /3 E F$\I,,,,n and for 0 < u < v < p 
@* z $” mod I,,,; 
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then/3Q*-1EIm,nwheres = v - u.SinceO <s <$,wehave(q”- 1,r) = 1, 
so B E An,, andif <u <v <pthen 
,13QVIm,n A /3Wm,n = 0. 
Put Im,n,B = VP:: flqtIm.,, . We have 
I4m.B I = P I L2.n I = Pkl” - 1)/y* 
It is easy to see that if y E ImSnS8, then Im,n+, = Im,ra,B. So F$ is a disjoint 
union of I,,, and some Im,n,B. Thus the number of such components is 
equal to 
1 + I GdL,n I 
I L.n,n I 
= 1 + (4” - I)(1 - y-1) r(qD - I)-‘p-1 = 1 + (Y - 1)/p. 
(8) 
THEOREM 5. Let D be an algebra from Theorem 4, E be an algebra on F,, 
given by multiplication 
x *y = pxQ8yQt, p&, 0 < s, t < P, 
and (Y: E + D be an isomorphistn. Then s = n, m = t, 01(x) = olixQ’, p*’ = 
Ac$‘+~“-~. Hence, TV E Im,R,A and the number of nonisomorphic algebras of type (7) 
is given by (8). 
Proof. Let a(x) = C olixg”. Then 
0 = a(x) * ‘y(y) - ,(x * y) = c ha!;na;mxQ”+uyQm+” - c 01 ,L&QixQ8+p*+i. (9) 
u,o i 
By Proposition 3, (9) implies for all i, 0 < i < p (or i E F,) 
/LQicxi = Xa;;i&-na;yi--m.. (9’) 
So 01: # 0 implies ~l~+(~-~) , ai+ttpm) # 0, since CL, X # 0. Hence, ifs - n # 0 
or t - m # 0, then 01~ f 0 for all i E F, . Then in the first sum of (9) we 
should have p different summands, while in the second there are only p. By 
Proposition 3, this situation is impossible. So s = n, t = m and (9’) trans- 
forms into 
P qi = ha;"++1. 
Also a(x) = aixQi. This completes the proof. 
(9") 
COROLLARY 1. If t = 1, then all algebras with multiplication (7) are 
isomorphic. For example, if m = n = 0, then D ‘v Fan. 
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COROLLARY 2. If r > 1 then Aut A = Km,, . 
Proof. Indeed, if in (9”) p = h, then as we have already mentioned i = 0 
and 01(x) = KX, where &“+q”-l = 0~’ = I and a E K,,, . The converse is 
trivial. 
5. CLASSIFICATION OF FINITE ALGEBRAS OF PRIME DIMENSION 
WITHOUT SUBALGEBRAS 
Putting all the results of preceding sections together we find 
THEOREM 6 (Main). Let A be a finite algebra of prime dimension p over 
F, with no proper subalgebras and no nilpotents, G = Aut A # 1, A = F,, 
in the sense of Theorem 2. Then 0, is a F,,-vector space from Theorem 3. In 
particular, 0,3 x . y = XxQ”‘y@“‘, X E F$\I,,, . Conversely, F,,, with this 
multiplication xy is an F,-algebra with no proper subalgebras and no nilpotents. 
Moreover if r = (q* - 1, qn + qnL - 1) then this multiplication xy generates 
the whole clone of derived operations on A. 
The proof follows from Theorems 1, 3-5 and their Corollaries. 
COROLLARY. Ifr>landforallO<m<n<<wehaver~(qn+qm- I), 
then an algebra A is commutative division ring with 
x * y = qxyy, A $I,,, = qn 
and r = (q” - 1,2q” - I), G = K,,, C .!$r . 
Now we shall consider the casesp = 2 andp -= 3. 
THEOREM 7. Let p = 2, G # 1 and A == [F,z in the sense of Theorem 2. 
Then the multiplication in A is given by formula 
x . y = h(xy)q; (10) 
moreover, r = 3, q = 2 mod 3, X $ F$ . Conversely, the algebra A with multi- 
plication (IO), where q 3 2 mod 3, X $ IF$ has no proper subalgebras and 
G = K,,, , j G j = 3. 
Proof. By Proposition 5 and Corollary 1 of this proposition, the multi- 
plication is given by (10). So by Theorem 4 and Corollary 2 of Theorem 5, 
it is necessary and sufficient to prove that (2q - 1, q2 - 1) m= 3 and q = 
2 mod 3. 
Since (2q - 1, q - 1) = 1, we have r = (2q - 1, q + I) = (2q - 1 - 
2(q + l), q + 1) = (3, q + 1). So r = 3 since Y > 1, also 3 1 (q + 1) and 
q zz 2 mod 3. This completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 8. Let p = 3, G # 1 and A = (Fq3 in the sense of Theorem 2. 
Them the multiplication in A is given by formula 
x * y = X(xy)pS, (11) 
where s = 1 or s = 2, r = 7, q = 4 mod 7, I\ $ (F$ . Conversely, the algebra A 
with these r, q and this multiplication (I 1) h as no proper subalgebras and G = 
KS,, . 
Proof. Let xqnyqn’ E 0,) 0 < m, n < 3. Then by Proposition 5 
rI(qY-qm- 1) and by Proposition 4, (r, 2) = 1. Since by Theorem 3 
if I (qn - 1,P + q” - 1) I W + 5” - 1) 
by Proposition 1 we have n = m = s = 1 or 2. Then by Proposition 1, 
r = 7 and 7 / (2q - 1). So q = 4 mod 7 and by Theorem 4, h $ [F,$ . The 
converse follows from Theorem 4. 
In the case Aut A = 1 we are able to prove only 
THEOREM 9. Let A be an algebra defined on IF,, . Then A has no proper 
subalgebras and Aut A == 1 iff 0,3 xy, /\xy where xy is a multiplication in F,, 
and A E F,,\iF, . 
Proof. If Aut A = 1, then by Theorem 1, Co, contains all bilinear opera- 
tions on -4, in particular, xy, hxy. Conversely if xy E 9, then the only possible 
proper subalgebra of A = F,, may be F, . But since A $ IF, this is not a sub- 
algebra. 
If 01 E Aut A, then LY E Aut F,, , so a(x) = k, 0 < i < p. Moreover 
0 = a(Xxy) - ha(x) * (Y(y) = (iPi - A) x+d 
for all x, y E A. Thus X $ [F, implies i = 0, 01 = 1. 
So in this theorem we gave a “description” of the algebra in terms of 
multilinear algebras in the sense of Kurosh [8]. 
6. SOME REMARKS ON IDENTITIES 
THEOREM 10. Let A be a power associative algebra over a field k with no 
proper subalgebras and dim, A < CO. Then either A N k or A has zero 
multiplication and dim, A = 1. 
Proof. Since A is generated by its any nonzero element, A is commutative 
and associative. If A contains a nilpotent element, then A has a zero multi- 
plication and dim, A = 1. Otherwise A contains an idempotent and A N k. 
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Thus in almost all known varieties of nonassociative algebras A is trivial. 
It is interesting to mention that L’vov [9] proved that all finite nonassociative 
algebras with no proper subalgebras are finitely based. 
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